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Matrix Systems hosts 70 senior security professionals in Fort Lauderdale for its Inaugural Security
Technology Symposium
Matrix Systems, based in Miamisburg, Ohio, held a two-day Security Technology Symposium in Fort
Lauderdale, Florida on January 23-24, 2018 featuring some 70 thought-leading security professionals in
the Healthcare, Transportation, Education, and Commercial/Industrial industries. Those in attendance
included a mix of long-standing Matrix clients, as well representatives of large institutions seeking
market-leading security solutions for their organizations.
At the Symposium, Matrix Systems introduced its 2018 product and software roadmap, proving to be a
leader in adapting to the demands of the ever-evolving access control industry. The Symposium
sponsors, Sisco Identification Systems, Salient Systems and AlertEnterprise! presented their respective
integrations with Matrix adding high value content for those looking for more complete security
solutions.
One of the highlights of the Symposium was the peer-to-peer interactions amongst Matrix clients who
were able to engage in discussions of best practices in the use of Matrix and its integrated products.
Pete Zamaria, Technology Manager of Wellstar Health System, commented “The Symposium provided a
rare opportunity to discuss the security challenges facing major organizations in today’s uncertain
environment. We were delighted that Matrix hosted this event and it shows that they are eager to
listen to the voice of the customer.”
Another crowd favorite was Frank Capello, Aviation Security Director of the Broward County Aviation
Department, who over lunch on Wednesday delivered a humorous look at the growth of the Fort
Lauderdale International Airport during his tenure there. His humor was fueled by the friendly rivalry
with the security professionals from neighboring Miami International Airport where Frank formerly
served as its security director. Both airports, of course, are secured by Matrix Systems.
Bruce Rogoff, CEO of Matrix Systems, remarked “We are so pleased at how successful this inaugural
event was and we plan to repeat it every year – in warm, sunny, places in the dead of winter.”
Matrix Systems has provided access control software and hardware in some of the most challenging
environments for over 35 years. Its open-architecture software and collaboration with other leading
security technologies, allows for integration with a variety of hardware configurations.
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